The present work depicts and analyses macro-factors that contributed to the emergence of ethnic conflict at Kosovo province in former Yugoslavia. Geographical, historical, political, economical, sociological, anthropological, and psychosocial factors are considered in order to explain the conflicting nature of Yugoslav regions and the independent movements developed among its Balkan cultures. Kosovo's conflict is then defined as both a religious and ethnic one but promoted by economical interests of national and international agents. Our reflections on the matter pointed out that power imbalance between primary parts, politics of autarchy, symbolic strategies around -ethnic cleansing‖, sacred ideologies, and political pressures of outer countries are on the origin of this ethnic conflict. The definition of -nation‖ is then deconstructed to explain achievements of economical positions. Finally, the potential of a renewing war between Albanian and Serbian groups at Kosovo is also carefully thought using this theoretical analysis and content analysis of Spanish recent columns from three main newspapers of different social ideology.
A conspectus of old Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia is a region crossed by the Dinaric Alps from northeast to southeast and apart from the area flooded by the Danube River with it has little open grounds. It has got a strategic position between Occidental and Oriental that once served as homeland of many big European empires. The topography of this -European corridor‖ have made territory division very easy to achieved due to natural communication barriers.
Yugoslav history is full of border's conflicts between many ethnic groups and cultures: Serbs, Croats, Slovenians, Slovaks, Macedonians,…In the IX Century, Croats unified themselves followed by the Serbians. Ottoman's domination took place between XIV until XVIII Centuries forcing Slavic groups to move to the North of the country. (1991) (1992) to swept away all foreign ethnic group were finally interrupted by the NATO. After the Dayton Peace (1995) ethnic conflict renewed at Prekaz with tenths of Alban deaths (1998). Except Russia, the rest of the powerful countries refused Serbian actions. The NATO entered again in the region using air and land attacks in 1999.
Genesis and conflict nature
At a first glance, one can admit that Balkan ethnic conflicts emerged because of territory disputes between Slavic groups, primary Croats and Serbians. Historically, neighbour countries have always be behind internal conflicts to control results. The foreign aim was to avoid a Serbian way out to the Adriatic Sea that would end its actual solitary confinement. The conquer movements from Oriental empires -Turks, Bulgarians, Rumanians-were seen dangerous only when the invasions was greater than wished for the enemy. Therefore, former Yugoslav groups have served foreign wishes of powerful countries that took advantages of internal controversies to control the -big corridor‖.
The internal war is favourable as it appears quietly, tacit, at first stage. Social tensions increase day by day because of difficult economical and living conditions. People looked out for someone or something to punish for the situation. They join efforts together in homogeneous groups according to race, culture, or common history.
These associations are easy to do in an already socially separated country, especially at Kosovo where nearly 80% of population is Alban. Hates and suspicious fears increased as ethnic groups joined and began to treat each other with discrimination and offence. Therefore, interethnic differences are being used to escape from economic precarious situation of final 80s (inflation rate of 2.500% in 1989).
Moreover, Kosovo represented only 8% of the GIP against 22% of Slovenians´ contribution. Traditionally, Kosovo, being the poorest region, has received money incomes from the rest of the Republics. Yugoslav union broke up because communist regimen forced rich population to open international relationships for economical purposes.
Identifying conflict sides
Main conflict characters KOSOVO [Area = 10, 8 
Power balance between conflict parts
First of all, we must state that Serb's army is more powerful and numerous than the 
Conflict emergence and domination strategies
The idea of a Nation-State at the Balkans is a historical project proposed by many 
